[Comparative dynamics of the epileptic syndrome in patients with open and closed war-time head injuries in the late period].
The dynamics of the epileptic syndrome was studied in 55 patients with penetrating cranial wound and in 65 patients with closed cranial injury. Account was taken of the anamnesis, all-round clinical examination data, EEG and computer-aided tomography readings. The patients had been followed up over 40 years. Among the patients with fighting cranial injury, the incidence of the epileptic syndrome amounted to 14.01%. The epileptic syndrome was established to occur most frequently during the first year after injury, with that time (in patients with penetrating cranial wound) being the less the graver injury and longer consciousness loss. At the same time the later was the onset of epileptic attacks in patients with closed cranial injury the rarer was their incidence and more pronounced were mental disorders. In patients with penetrating cranial wound, focal and secondary-generalized attacks dominated in the structure of the epileptic syndrome, whereas in patients with closed cranial injury, convulsions and psychomotor fits ranked the first. With age the rate of epileptic attacks declined along with reduction and disappearance of epileptic activity on the EEG, augmentation of mental disorders and atrophy of substantia medullaris.